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LOGLINE: 

LIVE THE STREAM is a documentary about fly fishing legend Joe Humphreys and his lifelong 
journey to share the sport he loves while inspiring a greater respect for our local waters.  

SNYOPSIS: 

This documentary tries to keep up with Joe “Hump” for one year both on and off the stream as he 
inspires first-timers and professionals alike to better their fly fishing techniques in the splendor of 
nature. It’s a relatable and moving story of youthfulness in the heart of life’s progression. This film 
explores the significance of family and community foundations and the idea that water can be a 
healing resource for anyone that steps in the stream.  Even if you know nothing about fly fishing 
there’s something for everyone in this endearing documentary because for Joe, fly fishing is a 
lifeline. It’s not about the size of the fish that he catches. Whether big or small, each one holds a 
varied beauty. This is “Hump’s” guide to fly fishing and it’s proof that if you follow a dream for an 
entire lifetime it can come true. What drives Joe? Why does he love fly fishing, how does he 
continue to master the sport, and what importance does he see in passing it on? This is the Joe 
Humphreys’ story of Live The Stream. 
 
 
WHY IS HIS STORY IMPORTANT? 
We believe Joe’s story can have an immeasurable impact on anyone who watches Live The 
Stream because, quite frankly, Joe Humphreys is a genuinely remarkable person and icon. Joe is 
one of the last fly fishing greats alive today and he’s made a valiant effort to help others and leave 
a stamp on this world through his teachings. Because of Joe, this isn’t your typical “how-to” fly 
fishing film with a story that builds to the “epic catch.” Instead, Live The Stream is the heart and 
soul of fly fishing, a charming perspective on why people fish as well as a reflection on life, aging, 
and nature as a possible fountain of youth. It’s relatable, honest, soulful, entertaining, and 
humorous but above all else, it’s essential for the future life of streams. If this documentary can 



excite a new crowd to pick up a fly rod and experience fly-fishing, if it contributes to an increase in 
water quality awareness, or if it encourages people to simply get outside and experience nature 
then the film has done its job. We’re dreaming big, just like Joe Humphreys. 
 
 
LIVE THE STREAM INFO: 
1. Indiegogo Link:    http://igg.me/at/livethestream 
2. Website Link:   http://www.livethestreamfilm.com 
3. Facebook Link:    http://www.facebook.com/livethestreamfilm 
4. Twitter Link:    http://www.twitter.com/LTSfilm 
5. Instagram Link:  http://www.instagram.com/livethestream 
6. Vimeo Page:   https://vimeo.com/thenomadic 
8. Company Link:           http://www.thenomadic.com 


